Sharp AA, Cain BW, Pakiraih J, Williams JL. A system for the determination of planar force vectors from spontaneously active chicken embryos. J Neurophysiol 112: 2349 -2356. First published August 20, 2014 doi:10.1152/jn.00423.2014.-Generally, a combination of kinematic, electromyographic (EMG), and force measurements are used to understand how an organism generates and controls movement. The chicken embryo has been a very useful model system for understanding the early stages of embryonic motility in vertebrates. Unfortunately, the size and delicate nature of embryos makes studies of motility during embryogenesis very challenging. Both kinematic and EMG recordings have been achieved in embryonic chickens, but two-dimensional force vector recordings have not. Here, we describe a dual-axis system for measuring force generated by the leg of embryonic chickens. The system employs two strain gauges to measure planar forces oriented with the plane of motion of the leg. This system responds to forces according to the principles of Pythagorean geometry, which allows a simple computational program to determine the force vector (magnitude and direction) generated during spontaneous motor activity. The system is able to determine force vectors for forces Ͼ0.5 mN accurately and allows for simultaneous kinematic and EMG recordings. This sensitivity is sufficient for force vector measurements encompassing most embryonic leg movements in midstage chicken embryos allowing for a more complete understanding of embryonic motility. Variations on this system are discussed to enable nonideal or alternative sensor arrangements and to allow for translation of this approach to other delicate model systems. force vector; strain gauge; 2D; chicken embryo; kinematics RESEARCH ON THE CHICKEN EMBRYO has provided a wealth of information on the development of motor circuitry (Bekoff et al. 1975; Kastanenka and Landmesser 2013; O'Donovan and Landmesser 1987; O'Donovan et al. 2008 ) and behavior (Bradley 2001; Bradley et al. 2005; Sharp et al. 1999 ) that is especially relevant to limbed terrestrial animals. The chicken has been particularly important due to the capacity for direct observation and manipulation of the embryo throughout embryogenesis, which is arguably more challenging with mammalian fetuses (e.g., Brumley and Robinson 2010). Motor studies on chicken embryos present technical challenges that are unique compared with juvenile and adult limbed animals such as relatively small size and an aquatic environment. Nonetheless, quantitative studies of leg movement (Bradley 2001; Bradley et al. 2005; Ryu and Bradley 2009; 
1999) and muscle discharge (Bekoff et al. 1975; Bradley and Bekoff 1990; Ryu and Bradley 2009 ) have been accomplished in acute preparation of freely moving chicken embryos across much of embryogenesis. These types of studies have given rise to a description of how motor activity is altered during development (Bekoff 2001; Bradley 2001; Sharp and Bekoff 2001) , but still lacking is an understanding of the relationship of muscle activity to force production by the limb and how this may be regulated by sensory feedback. Therefore, a system to measure forces produced by the limb during motility would help fill this gap in our understanding of motor development.
Measurement of forces produced by an animal during locomotion or other motor activities has become routine (James et al. 2014; Macpherson 1988; McCallion 2014; Novacheck 1998) . By combining kinematic, electromyographic (EMG), and force vector (magnitude and direction of force production) measurements, it is possible to develop a more comprehensive understanding of how movement is produced and regulated. This not only allows for an understanding of the mechanisms of locomotion, but also provides a means to determine the source of motor dysfunction in the diagnosis of disease and injury. Many systems are available for determining force production in large animals. They generally employ multiple sensors, primarily strain gauges, arranged to allow for forces to be described in two or three dimensions (Macpherson 1988; Novacheck 1998) . Unfortunately, these systems are necessarily too large and insufficiently sensitive for measurements of forces produced by 10-g organisms, such as an embryonic day (E) 10 embryo, in a fluidic environment. Although some investigators have described analogous systems employing very sensitive sensors, e.g., for measuring forces produced by insects (Cruse 1976; Goldman et al. 2006; Harris and Ghiradella 1980) and small animals (Dai et al. 2011; Quist and Hartmann 2008; Wang et al. 2014; Zumwalt et al. 2006) , these systems are equally unsuited for the application presented here.
In this study, we present a force analysis system to measure forces produced by the leg of a chicken embryo against rigid obstructions placed within the path of the leg during spontaneous movement. This system uses a pair of strain gauges to allow for the measurement of force produced during motility without hindering the concurrent collection of kinematic and EMG data. The two gauges are mounted orthogonally to one another. This arrangement allows the Pythagorean theorem to be used to calculate the true magnitude and direction of force generated by the embryo in the horizontal plane of the earth from the changes in voltage recorded from the gauges. Previously, we have demonstrated that it is possible to constrain embryos such that leg movements are largely in the horizontal plane without significantly altering motility (Sharp et al. 1999) . Therefore, this system is appropriately organized to determine the magnitude and direction of forces produced by an embryo as it moves. Although this system was constructed for use with chicken embryos, the theoretical description of the process should enable the ready adaptation of the approach to other systems. Additionally, we discuss modification of the approach that allow for generalization to systems that cannot use orthogonally aligned sensors.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Force sensors. The core of the force sensors used for this application were commercial, thin-foil strain gauges (S100; Strain Measurement Devices) designed for the measurement of forces up to Ϯ0.2 N. Each sensor utilizes a Wheatstone bridge configuration (3 fixed resistors and 1 strain-sensitive resistor) such that deflections of the gauge resulted in a change of resistance in 1 leg of the circuit. A 5-V excitation voltage was applied to the input from an in-house, direct current (DC)-powered amplifier, which also served as a high-gain (2,500ϫ) amplifier and low-pass filter (30 Hz) for the output voltage. Signals were digitized with a Digidata 1322A (Axon Instruments) and sampled at 1 kHz with pCLAMP 10.2 software (Axon Instruments).
Two sensor configurations were used. A single sensor (Fig. 1A ) was used during calibration of the dual-axis system to provide a known force (calibration probe). For this application, the strain gauge was screwed directly to the end of an aluminum rod, which was then mounted in a micromanipulator. A 5-cm-long stainless steel rod was mounted on the opposite end of the gauge. This rod had a 0.64-cm length bent at a right angle to the shaft.
The dual-axis system for planar force measurements (Fig. 1B ) used two gauges, one mounted to the end of the other. The two gauges were arranged orthogonally with the use of a small precision machined polycarbonate interconnecting block. The two gauges were oriented vertically and attached to the end of an aluminum rod held in a micromanipulator. A stainless steel rod was mounted to the tip of the bottom probe to allow a contact point for embryos without requiring the entire bulk of the system to be placed between the embryo and the microscope mounted above the embryo. This rod consisted of a 3.81-cm horizontal length and a 2.54-cm vertical length against which the embryo pressed.
Sensor calibration. To use the dual-axis system to determine the planar force vector generated by an embryo, it was necessary to determine the force-voltage relationship for both gauges as a function of the direction of applied force. Therefore, it was necessary to apply a known force to the system at various angles within the horizontal plane. We chose to apply such forces using a single calibrated gauge as described above. To calibrate the single gauge calibration probe, the gauge was oriented horizontally such that the tip rod was projecting vertically. A series of known weights (10 -500 mg) were then hung from the hook at the end of the tip rod. The change of voltage recorded for each weight was used to define the force-voltage relationship for the calibration probe. image of the dual-axis system composed of the red strain gauge oriented above and orthogonal to the green strain via the interconnect (I) and equipped with the probe tip. C: image of the calibration probe (CP) mounted on the rotary table and the dual-axis system (DAS) mounted next to the rotary table.
Notice that the tip of the dual-axis system is located directly over the center of the table (TC). D: schematic diagram of the calibration configuration. The 3 strain gauges are color-coded, and this coding is used in subsequent figures to delineate data from the respective gauge. The numbers denote the convention for angles during the initial calibration (e.g., rotation of calibration probe 90°counterclockwise is 90°).
The calibration probe was then attached to an electronically controlled micromanipulator (MP-285; Sutter Instrument) and mounted on a machinist rotary table (Fig. 1C) such that the rod was held horizontally. The dual-axis system was mounted next to the rotary table with the tip of the probe held directly over the center of the table. This arrangement allowed force to be applied precisely to the dualaxis system at arbitrary angles throughout a 180°arc. Approximately 10 mN was applied to the dual-axis system with the calibration probe at 15°intervals. The exact amount of applied force was determined from the voltage output of the calibration probe. Force was applied by both pushing and pulling with the calibration probe at each angle. Therefore, this allowed for measurements analogous to pushing against the dual-axis system across all 360°. For example, pulling at 15°is equivalent to pushing at 195°. The voltage changes for both gauges in the dual-axis system were recorded at each angle. A schematic diagram of the arrangement and the convention for angle determination are shown in Fig. 1D .
Preparation of chick embryos. All procedures on chick embryos were consistent with policies of the Southern Illinois University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Embryonated eggs were incubated in a forced-air incubator until the day of the experiment. Embryos were prepared on E10 as previously described (Sharp et al. 1999) . Briefly, embryos were placed in a heated and humidified chamber. They were exposed for experimentation by removing some of the overlying shell and then incising and retracting the extraembryonic membranes. Next, the embryo was glued to two rigid paddles along the back to prevent the embryo from rolling and moving its legs from the horizontal plane of the earth. Small dots of white fingernail polish were then placed on the skin above the joints of the leg to define the ankle, knee, and hip joints for later kinematic analysis.
Simultaneous kinematic and force recordings. Embryos were observed and video recorded through a Wild (Heerbrugg, Switzerland) M3Z stereo microscope. Standard VGA images were collected using a Panasonic WV-CL700 camera and converted for digital storage with a PYRO A/V Link (ADS Tech) converter. The tip of the dual-axis system was lowered into the egg such that the tip just touched the surface of the embryo's foot at rest. To synchronize video and voltage recordings, a 1-s-long transistor-transistor logic (TTL) pulse was generated by the pCLAMP system at the beginning of an experiment. This pulse was used to drive a light-emitting diode (LED) that was placed at the edge of the video field. This allowed for data synchronization within 1/60 s, the video frame rate. Videos were reviewed after completion of the experiment, and regions of interest were imported into MATLAB. An in-house routine was then used to capture joint positions manually and to calculate joint angles.
Force vector determination. Calculations of force direction and magnitude were performed using an in-house MATLAB routine. First, the offset voltage was subtracted from the filtered voltage values (4th-order Butterworth, 3-Hz low pass). This filter selection decreases the signal amplitude Ͻ5% for cycle frequencies up to 2 Hz (normal cycle frequency range: 0.2-0.5 Hz) and is similar to the 6-Hz low-pass filter used by some investigators for kinematic data (e.g., Bradley and Sebelski 2000) . Next, regions where forces were being generated against each of the gauges were determined by establishing a threshold from 1 s of data during the embryo's rest phase just before when spontaneous motility began [2.6ϫ the standard deviation (SD) from the mean]. This threshold was selected to separate best the signals and noise (determined by B. W. Cain and A. A. Sharp). The principles of Pythagorean geometry were then used to determine the angle and magnitude of force against the dual-axis system as described in detail in RESULTS.
RESULTS
Calibration probe characteristics. Before calibrating the dual-axis system, it was necessary to verify that the strain gauges were truly linear and to determine the force-voltage relationship of the calibration probe. Figure 2A shows the response amplitude (V) as a function of the mass suspended from the calibration probe tip deflecting the gauge toward the manipulator. The plot shows the average and SD for six masses ranging between 0.01 and 0.5 g (n ϭ 5). Notice that the relationship is linear as expected with 0.862 V generated for the application of 1 g for this particular strain gauge. The gram values were converted to Newtons for subsequent calibration steps assuming an acceleration of 9.8 m/s 2 . Dual-axis system characteristics. The calibration probe was used to generate ϳ10 mN of force against the dual-axis system as described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. The responses were normalized to 1 mN of applied force based on the actual force applied for each trial. Figure 2B shows the average normalized response (n ϭ 5) for forces either pushing or pulling the dual-axis system in 15°increments as shown schematically in Fig. 1D . Notice that the color used for the data points in Fig.  2C and subsequent figures corresponds to the color of the strain gauge used in Fig. 1D . Each strain gauge showed symmetrical positive and negative responses to pushing vs. pulling on the gauge. Maxima (both positive and negative) occurred 90°from where there was no response, and the responses from the two gauges were shifted 90°from one another as would be expected from their orientations. It is important to note that the sensitivity of each strain gauge is different as the maximal responses of the two gauges are not the same. In part, the greater sensitivity of the upper (red) gauge is due to this sensor being subject to a greater bending moment since it is further removed from the source of force application.
Given that these strain gauges were manufactured to measure forces applied in one direction and are very rigid orthogonal to that direction, it is reasonable to project that responses to forces applied at various angles from the intended direction of measurement may vary in a manner similar to a sine function. Therefore, the data in Fig. 2B were transformed so that the angle of applied force represented pushing against the dual-axis system in a full circle. The response amplitudes, as percentage of the maximum response, were then plotted as a function of these new angles (Fig. 2C ) along with the sine and cosine functions. Notice that the data show that the response relationships of both strain gauges are closely fit by either the sine or cosine function as appropriate for the orientation of the gauge. Therefore, the material properties and geometry of the system do not cause significant variation of the system from the theoretical expectations.
Since the responses of the gauges in the dual-axis system follow sine and cosine functions, it is possible to use Pythagorean geometry to determine the force vector for any force applied against the system in the horizontal plane. However, it is necessary to align the dual-axis system with the x-y coordinate system according to how each gauge responds to force. Figure 2D shows a schematic representation of how our sensor system was aligned. The red gauge produced positive voltage when deflected to the right in the figure and negative voltages in response to leftward deflections. The green gauge responded similarly for upward and downward directed forces, respectively. Therefore, if we apply the normal counterclockwise rotation generally used for Pythagorean geometry, the red gauge represents the x-axis, the green sensor represents the y-axis, and a force at 0°would push on the probe tip in the direction of the tip rod and the rest of the dual-axis system.
Algorithm for force vector determination. To handle the large number of data points that would be generated in a real behavioral experiment, we chose to create a MATLAB routine to handle the calculations. First, the quadrant of the force vector was determined by measuring the sign (positive or negative) of the x-and y-values. For example, the blue vector in Fig. 2D was in the first quadrant since both values were positive. Next, the angle of incidence (⌰) was determined as follows, moving counterclockwise by quadrant (q) from the first quadrant: for q1, ⌰ ϭ arctan(y/x); for q2, ⌰ ϭ arccot(y/x) ϩ 90; for q3, ⌰ ϭ arctan(y/x) ϩ 180; for q4, ⌰ ϭ arccot(y/x) ϩ 270. Then, the magnitude of the force vector (F) can be calculated from either F ϭ |x/cos⌰| or |y/sin⌰|. For calculating force magnitudes, we chose to use the value from the probe with the greatest absolute value as this reduced errors generated from one of the probes being subthreshold.
To test the accuracy of the system, recordings from one series of calibration data were analyzed with the program (Table 1 ). Notice that the results from the program generally determined force angle values within 5°of the expected value read from the rotary table. Similarly, force magnitudes were within 5% of the expected value determined from the calibration probe. Although the sine and cosine functions produced slightly different values, neither function appeared to replicate expected values better than the other.
Simultaneous force and kinematic recordings. This dual-axis system has been used successfully to record force vectors from chicken embryos ranging from E7 to E13. Figure 3 shows simultaneous kinematic and force recordings from an E10 embryo to represent the type of data that can be obtained from this system. The dual-axis system was oriented such that an extension of the leg should produce positive voltage changes in both strain gauges (Fig. 3B) and a force vector similar to that shown schematically in Fig. 2D . Although the recordings in Fig. 3 are from an embryo during robust cyclical motility, it should be noted that isolated, short-duration movements, sometimes called "twitches," usually produce sufficient force to be measured by this system.
From the image in Fig. 3B , one can see how the axis of the probe tip could be used to define the orientation of the dualaxis system with respect to a feature of the embryo, e.g., the lower back, which can be approximated by the line between the hip and back markers, to normalize the results between embryos. For the example in Fig. 3 , there is a 27°angle between the axis of the probe tip and the lower back. Therefore, if the 0°direction for force were to be defined as a force exerted anterior to posterior along the back axis, then the angles returned by the program should be reduced by 27°. Figure 3A shows joint angles as a function of time for the ankle, knee, and hip as well as the raw voltage recordings from both strain gauges. To help determine how well the strain gauges were able to transduce embryonic forces, the videos were visually inspected to determine when the embryo ap- Fig. 2 . Calibration plots and schematic of coordinate system for the dual-axis system. A: potential changes for the calibration probe (average and SD, n ϭ 5) to a series of 6 weights hung from the vertically oriented probe tip. B: potential changes recorded from the 2 strain gauges of the dual-axis system (average and SD, n ϭ 5). The potentials were normalized to represent 10 mN applied at 15°increments. Triangles and boxes represent pushing and pulling, respectively. C: data replotted from B. The angles have been adjusted to represent pushing on the dual-axis system for an entire circle, and the amplitude has been normalized to the proportion of the maximum response for that gauge. The sine and cosine functions (red and green, respectively) have been overlaid. D: schematic of the coordinate system for the calibrated dual-axis system. For example, the blue arrow represents a force vector of ϳ60°p ushing on the system. The ϩ and Ϫ indicate the sign of the 2 gauges in that quadrant.
peared to be in contact with the tip of the system. The periods of time when the embryo was in contact are shown as gray areas on the plot and encompass the positive-going potentials from the strain gauges. Additionally, times when there was no contact with the tip were when the leg was more flexed (smaller angles) and the gauges did not reveal forces at these times. Figure 3C shows a temporally protracted plot of kinematic and force vector data for the contact period around the 30-s time point of Fig. 3A . The magnitude and angle data are only shown when at least one of the gauges recorded forces above threshold. Therefore, there are periods during the contact time when there does not appear to be force generation. Generally, it was not possible to distinguish forces below ϳ0.5 mN with this system from noise. The force magnitude that would have been determined by the red gauge alone is plotted along with the values from the complete dual-axis system for comparison. Notice that the single gauge underrepresents the magnitude of force by ϳ50%. Although the orientation of a single gauge could be adjusted to capture better the true force, it would not be possible to know the magnitude of the error.
When observing the angle plot, there are rapid transitions at the beginning and end of each force event that start or stop at an angle corresponding to either the x-or y-axis (0°, 90°, etc.). This results from the fact that the potential from both gauges are unlikely to rise above or fall below threshold simultaneously. Therefore, the angle of incidence calculated by the program represents the axis corresponding to the suprathreshold gauge. This is clearly erroneous but is readily addressable in the analysis process. However, it does mean that there are brief periods when the force angle cannot be determined accurately.
The primary reason to develop this system was to gain a better understanding of embryonic motility. For example, during the first period of force production, force is seen to increase as the ankle and knee extend and the hip flexes. At the same time, the force angle rotates from approximately 40 to 60°(or 13 to 33°when normalized to the lower back). Force then decreases when the ankle and knee flex slightly. This represents the ankle moving closer to the contact point with the foot remaining in contact with the probe tip. Although these observations are consistent with each other, it is not possible to tell whether the flexion of the hip is the result of active or passive events and whether activity of the hip flexors is contributing to the increase of force.
During the second force-generating event in Fig. 3C , there is an increase and decrease in force that follows the extension and flexion of the hip. The ankle and knee are moving oppositely, and the direction of force production is fairly constant. Although it is unlikely that the ankle and knee extensors are inactive during the increase in force, it is not possible to resolve this issue or the issues raised in the first force event without recording directly from the muscle.
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study was to implement a system to measure planar force vectors during spontaneous motility of embryonic chickens. We have demonstrated that our dual-axis system comprising two orthogonally oriented foil strain gauges can detect forces greater than ϳ0.5 mN and is sufficiently sensitive to capture the majority of forces produced by middevelopment chicken embryos including small-amplitude movements sometimes referred to as twitches. A dual-axis system is clearly necessary to avoid arbitrary underestimates of force production. Our MATLAB routine is able to generate accurately the force vector produced by the embryo from the two independent vectors measured by the strain gauges. Furthermore, the system does not interfere with the ability to make simultaneous kinematic recordings to allow for concurrent movement analysis. Although this system makes it possible to describe how the force vector and joint angles change during motility, the addition of simultaneous EMG recordings will be necessary to complete the picture of how various muscles contribute to movement and force production. Simultaneous EMG and kinematic recordings have previously been demonstrated for chicken embryos (Ryu and Bradley 2009; Sharp and Bekoff 2001) , and the design of our dual-axis force system will not impede this addition.
Our system is based on the fact that any vector in a plane can be described as the sum of two other vectors in the same plane. Since the strain gauges used in this study are manufactured to deflect only along a single axis, two of these gauges aligned differently can be used to determine the force vector of an unknown force simultaneously applied to them if their orientations and sensitivities are known. One of the simplest solutions for the use of two strain gauges to determine the magnitude and direction of a force is to connect them orthogonally to each other such that each gauge can respond independently. This arrangement allows for the use of Pythagorean geometry to determine the incident force from the concurrent responses of the two sensors. For this approach to be used, the system must be demonstrated to have two orthogonally oriented axes of sensitivity, and response amplitudes for each gauge must change according to the sine function as incident force rotates away from the axis of sensitivity. We have demonstrated that our system performs in this manner and were therefore able to use simple Pythagorean geometry to determine the force vector produced by the leg of embryonic chickens.
Although our system responded according to the ideals of Pythagorean geometry, it might not be possible for everyone to construct this type of system or even desirable to do so. For example, our prototype system (not shown) employed the same strain gauges but used hand-fabricated interlocks and probe tips. Although the individual strain gauges produced sinusoidal responses similar to the system described here, the voltage response as a function of angle of incidence (similar to Fig. 2C ) was not well-fit by the sine and cosine functions. However, there is a more generalized solution for determining the force vector that can be applied to this type of case. Examination of Fig. 2C reveals that for each angle there is a unique combination of the ratio of the force magnitudes and the sign (ϩ or Ϫ) of the force. This will hold true for any system with sinusoidal relationships. Once the force angle has been determined, the magnitude can be calculated from the function describing one of the strain gauge response curves in a manner analogous to the use of the sine or cosine function in this study.
For this study, we used a rigid, stainless steel probe tip along with highly rigid strain gauges. This presented the embryo with a unique environmental obstacle that it could not deflect Fig. 3 . Force vector determination from an embryonic day 10 (E10) chicken embryo. A: simultaneous kinematic and force measurements from a single spontaneous movement episode. The joint angles for the ankle, knee, and hip are shown. Raw voltage traces from the 2 strain gauges are color-coded to correspond to the previous convention. The gray boxes indicate when the embryo was visually determined to be in contact with the tip of the system. B: image taken from the video recording when the embryo was at rest. Notice the tip (P) of the dual-axis system is just contacting the foot of the embryo and is oriented such that an extension of the leg would result in a force vector similar to that depicted in Fig. 2D . The locations of the ankle (A), knee (K), hip (H), wing (W), and eye (E) are indicated, and the leg has been outlined for clarity. C: simultaneous kinematic and force vector plots of movement from the 28-to 34-s time range from A. Notice that force and angle values are only indicated when the force is greater than threshold. The purple force trace is the total calculated force from the dual-axis system. The red trace is the filtered, suprathreshold force determined from the red gauge alone.
significantly. A more compliant probe tip, which better replicated the environment in ovo would provide additional insight such as the role of sensory feedback in regulating muscle activity and force production. The generalized approach described above could be used for this case as well. However, it should be noted that it might be necessary to perform more thorough characterization of the system to account for timedependent properties present in many compliant materials.
It is intriguing to speculate about what other delicate physiological systems may be explored using this system or related systems. One fairly obvious extension would be to employ this system to measure forces produced by the limbs of perinatal rats (e.g., Brumley et al. 2012) . Another possibility would be to use this system to explore force regulation during swimming of model organisms such as zebrafish or tadpoles. Similarly, an array of these systems could be used to measure forces during climbing or jumping behaviors of small frogs or large insects. Also, the system could be adapted to measuring forces generated by the delicate hearts similar to what has been done with single-sensor systems used to measure contraction of cardiac muscle in the lobster (Williams et al. 2013 ). There are undoubtedly numerous other systems where this system would be of use.
An important limitation of the dual-axis system described here is that there are errors in the force vector calculation when the voltage from only one sensor is suprathreshold. This can occur either when the embryo is producing force close to 0.5 mN or when the force is generated at an angle close to one of the axis. This type of limitation is present for any instrumentation where the signal-to-noise ratio is limiting. Although the issue of measuring smaller forces can be resolved only with more sensitive and less noisy sensors, there is an immediate solution for the issue of force angles close to an axis. An array of three strain gauges, perhaps at 60°intervals, could be used. With this arrangement, two sensors should have suprathreshold voltages except when force levels approach the signal-to-noise limit.
In conclusion, we have presented a dual-axis system capable of determining planar force vectors from embryonic chickens. This system is capable of capturing forces down to 0.5 mN, which encompasses the majority of movements produced by chicken embryos. Importantly, even if the directionality of force is not important for a particular study, this system does not underrepresent forces, which is an issue inherent in singleaxis systems. The arrangement of this system allows for simultaneous kinematic and EMG recordings and will allow for a more complete understanding of embryonic motility. For example, it will now be possible to explore the relationships of movement, muscle activity, force production, and the sensory regulation of these features of neuromuscular activity and how these relationships may change during development. Alternative approaches to planar force systems were presented to help enable various other experimental situations.
